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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the foveal and macular thickness in various degrees of myopia and its association with axial length in low, moderate and high degrees of myopia.

Design: A cross-sectional study was done in the Department of Ophthalmology, MGMCR, Pondicherry, India.

Materials and Methods: One hundred and twenty five eyes of 64 myopic subjects between the age group of 20-40 who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were selected and complete ophthalmic examination was done. Cycloplegic refraction was done and the subjects were categorized into low (n=43 eyes), moderate (n=43 eyes) and high (n=36) degrees of myopia. The foveal and macular thickness was assessed using spectral OCT- SLO and axial length was measured by A-scan biometry.

Results: The fovea minimum of high myopia (178 ± 26.4 microns) was significantly thicker compared to moderate myopia (p= 0.028).

INTRODUCTION

Myopia is defined as the state of refraction in which parallel rays of light are brought to focus in front of the retina with accommodation at rest [1-3]. This result in blurred distant vision. The increasing prevalence of myopia has become a major public health impact due to its potentially blinding ocular complications like retinal detachment and glaucoma. In myopic children retinal defocus due to inaccurate accommodation during close work may be a stimulus for increase in elongation of axial length and progression of myopia [4]. In high myopia scleral ectasias are relatively frequent and it involves the posterior pole of the eye leading to poor visual prognosis in adult life [5]. Also, the risk of chorioretinal abnormalities such as retinal detachment, chorioretinal atrophy, lacquer cracks, Foster Fuchs spot, Pigmentary degeneration, Lattice degeneration, posterior staphyloma increased with severity of myopia and increase in axial length [6]. The prevalence of cataract [7] – posterior sub capsular, nuclear cataract and Glaucoma [7] – ocular hypertension, primary open angle glaucoma are found more in high myopia [8]. High degree of myopia is associated with retinal detachment at younger age groups [9]. The vitreous undergoes liquefaction and degeneration which leads to vitreous opacities [5] and posterior vitreous detachment (PVD). An incomplete PVD causes tractional forces on the retina leading to macular damage such as retinoschisis, lamellar holes, shallow foveal detachment and macular hole. These changes are called as ‘Myopic Tractional Maculopathy’ [10]. The traditional methods for evaluating such changes in the fundus are not sensitive to small changes in retinal thickness and are qualitative at best [11]. With the advent of optical coherence tomography (OCT), it has allowed the clinicians to reliably detect and measure small changes in macular thickness and to quantitatively evaluate the efficacy of different therapeutic modalities.

This study is to correlate the variations in macular retinal thickness in mild, moderate and high myopia between the age group of 20-40 y by optical coherence tomography and to correlate the axial length with foveal and macular thickness in various degrees of myopia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This was a prospective observational study which was conducted at the Department of Ophthalmology of a rural tertiary care hospital. The Institutional Medical Ethics Committee approved this study. From March 2013 to April 2014 we enrolled all myopic patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria with spherical equivalent (SE) of at least -0.50 D; between the age group of 20- 40 y attending the Dept. of Ophthalmology. Patients with pseudoexfoliation, uveitis, pigment dispersion syndrome, corneal opacities, retinal disease, previous refractive or intraocular surgeries, intraocular pressure of more than 21 mmHg and any grade of nuclear sclerosis as defined by Lens Opacities Classification System (LOCS) 3 were excluded. An informed written consent was obtained from the patients.

A detailed ophthalmic history regarding the duration of myopia, history of spectacle usage, previous refractive or intra ocular surgery was obtained and then subjected to routine ophthalmic examination. Recording of visual acuity by Snellen's chart, intraocular pressure by Goldman’s applanation tonometry, slit lamp examination of anterior segment, and fundus evaluation by slitlamp biomicroscopy using 90 D and indirect ophthalmoscope was done. Cycloplegic refraction was done once pupil was dilated by installation of Tropicamide+phenylephrine eye drops. Post mydriatic
test was done after one day and patients were assigned to 3 groups according to the degree of myopia which is classified as Mild -0.50 to -3.00D, Moderate -3.25 to -6.00D, high > -6.00D. Axial length measurement by A- Scans ultrasound biometry (Appascan AME 10A). Macular and foveal thickness assessment by third generation OCT – (OPTOS SPECTRAL OCT/SLO). Which is a combination of OCT and scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) designed to image the vitreo-retina, retina and choroidal-retinal structure as well as provide a confocal fundus image perfectly linked to OCT B-scan image.

The 3D retinal topography uses the fast macular scan protocol to measure the macular thickness. The macular area was divided into three concentric rings centered on the fovea [Table/Fig-1]. The thickness of foveola was calculated from the mean central point of foveal thickness. The inner and outer rings were divided into four quadrants – Temporal, Nasal, Superior and Inferior quadrants. The data from 4 quadrants of inner, outer & centre rings were recorded and analyzed by the version OCT system 4.0 software. The measurements are compared to set parameters in the normative database and can be compared over time. All instrument handling and measurements were done by the same person.

The mean ages of high, moderate and mild category were 25.7±6.5 y, 22.7±3.7 y and 24.0±5.1 y respectively. The fovea minimum (178±26.4) of high degree of myopia was significantly thicker compared to mild (171±18.1) and moderate group (165.5±21.2) with p<0.05. Similarly the fovea of high myopia (205.1±21.0) was greater than mild (197.3±23.2) and moderate group (194±24.0) but was not statistically significant with p>0.05. The inner and outer macular thickness of high myopia was thinner when compared to mild and moderate groups. But there was no statistical significant inter group difference in the macular thickness between the three groups [Table/Fig-2].

The mean axial length of high degree myopia (26.7±0.97) was statistically very highly significant with the other two categories such as Moderate (24.6±0.81) and mild (23.5±0.81) [Table/Fig-3]. In total myopic eyes, Foveae Minimum & Fovea thickening and Superior inner thinning had a significant positive correlation with axial length (p<0.05). In moderate categories, Fovea, Fovea Superior inner, Nasal inner, Inferior inner were positively correlated with axial length (p<0.05).

### STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

According to WHO manual for sample size determination in health studies, with a precision of 20% and confidence interval of 90% and prevalence of myopia from previous study as 34.6% the sample size is calculated as 22 in each group. The study subjects were described according to their demographic profiles such as age, gender and type of eyes in terms of percentages according to the degree of myopia. The degrees of myopia were classified in to three category such as High, Moderate and Mild. The macular retinal thicknesses between the three categories were compared by ANOVA test. The above statistical procedures were performed by the statistical package namely IBM SPSS statistics-20. The p-values less than 0.05 (p<0.05) were considered as statistically significant in two tail test.

### RESULTS

Among the 64 patients, 35 were females and 29 were males. A total of 125 eyes were examined of which 39 eyes of 20 patients in high myopia, 43 eyes of 22 patients in moderate and 43 eyes of 22 patients mild myopia were included. In respect of total eyes the percentage of myopia was 31.3% in high myopia and the other two categories were 34.4% each.
correlated with axial length \( p<0.05 \). In mild myopic eyes, temporal inner and inferior inner were significantly correlated with axial length \( p<0.05 \). In high myopia though there was increase in thickness of fovea minimum and fovea and thinning of inner and outer macular thickness there was no statistical significance correlation between axial length and macular thickness [Table/Fig-4].

DISCUSSION

In previous studies done by Wakitani et al., [12] and Xie et al., [13] have postulated that the increase in the axial length of myopia causes mechanical stretching of the sclera in the posterior pole. This causes traction of vitreous on the fovea in the myopic eyes. Thus the increase in the foveal thickening with increasing degree of myopia can be an early sign of vitreoretinal traction. This incomplete vitreous traction in the myopic eyes may be associated with retinal detachment, myopic traction maculopathy and foveoschisis [14]. Springer and Hendrickson have explained the reason for increased foveal thickness in experimental animal models. They explained that the absence of vasculature in the foveal area may lead to foveal pit which is deformable in response intraocular pressure and ocular growth induced retinal stretch [15]. The parafoveal region being more elastic undergoes stretching and peripheral thinning.

Our study showed that the thickness of fovea minimum in high myopia was greater when compared to moderate myopia with a statistically significant value \( p<0.05 \) (\( p=0.028 \)). Also the thickness of fovea in the high myopia group increased compared to the moderate and mild myopia groups. This suggests that the significance of increase in foveal thickness with progression of myopia. This was similar to the study done by Xie R et al., which showed that the minimum and average foveal thickness was similar in emmetropia and low myopia groups but increased in high myopia groups [13].

Also, in a study by Choi et al., [16] showed that as the level of myopia increased the thickness of fovea also increased, while the peripapillary retinal nerve fibre layer decreased. But the correlation of inner and outer macular thickness between the mild, moderate and high myopia were not statistically significant. This suggests that the inter group difference in the thickness of inner and outer macula did not differ significantly in various degree of myopia. This was similar to the study done by Lim et al., [17] which showed that the average macular retinal thickness did not significantly vary between various degrees of myopia.

On comparing the axial length between the degrees of myopia, the high myopia showed greater axial length compared with moderate myopia, also the moderate myopia was significantly greater than mild myopia. The statistical significance between the axial length of the three groups shows a significant \( p \)-value \( p=0.001 \). This suggests that the axial length increases with increasing degree of myopia. The degree of myopia and elongation of globe are associated with thinning of most areas of perifovea was found in a study by othman SF et al., [18].

Also, we compared the relation of axial length with various regions of macular thickness in the total myopic patients. There was a positive correlation of axial length with the foveae minimum, fovea and superior inner quadrant of the macula with a significant value of \( p<0.05 \). Similarly in moderate myopia the fovea minimum, fovea, and superior inner, nasal inner, inferior inner regions and in mild myopia the temporal and inferior inner regions of macula correlated significantly with the axial length. This suggests the influence of axial length over macular thickness in myopia. This correlates with the study done by Lam et al., in which minimum foveal thickness increased with axial length [14-19]. Similarly, Hwang et al., [20] also found that in healthy young myopic eyes showed thinner macular thickness, lower macular volume and thicker foveal thickness were associated with longer axial length. In our study we found there was no significant correlation of macular thickness with axial length in high myopia groups. This could be attributed to the small sample size of high myopia compared with moderate and mild myopia.

LIMITATIONS

The limitations of our study are other confounding factors such as age, gender, ethnic groups which affects the retinal thickness which was not studied in detail which requires further detailed evaluation. Also other ocular parameters, such as anterior chamber depth, lens thickness, corneal curvature, vitreous length which are associated with myopic changes were not evaluated in this study. In the present study only a small group of subjects were included , hence detailed evaluation of contributing factors and myopic associations were not evaluated in depth, which calls for further studies on a large scale of myopic Indian population.

CONCLUSION

Our study showed that the minimum foveal thickness increases with myopic progression and positive correlation of axial length with foveae minimum and fovea. Understanding the mechanism and factors affecting the structural changes of a myopic eye helps in the development of therapeutic strategies. Since there is no current treatment for reversing the structural changes of a myopic eye the goal should be aimed at preventing the progression of myopia. Factors such as refractive correction, use of bifocal lenses for accommodative lag, adequate lighting while reading and outdoor physical activity should be made aware among parents and young people as these prevent the progression of myopia. Use of progressive additional lens (PALs) had shown to slow down the progression of myopia in children with accommodative lag by providing clear retinal images. Young myopes should be encouraged to participate in screening programmes and investigations like OCT as they are helpful in early detection and interpretation of macular changes.
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